This paper introduces a framework for the secure encryption of healthcare images. The objective of this paper is to encrypt medical images based on Deoxyribo Nucleic Acid (DNA), 3D Lorenz chaotic map, BITXOR operations. The different keys are employed to provide confusion, permutation, encoding and diffusion operations in the encryption procedure to provide uncorrelated image pixels. The proposed algorithm uses 3D Lorenz attractor as chaotic system for encrypting colour Digital Imaging and Communication in Medicine (DICOM) images. Further the encrypted image will be validated using encryption quality to evaluate the security analysis.
With the fast advancement in technology and its usage in the field of high speed networks, the security prospective the encryption is essential to keep the health information safe. When transmitted through public channel, this sensitive medical records needs to be secured to prevent damage from attackers. Image encryption plays a key role in protecting those images and hence provides information security in the field of medical imaging. Kanso et al. 1 proposed an algorithm scheme based on traditional encryption scheme with increase in algorithm rounds to encrypt the digital image but these schemes are not appropriate for encrypting the DICOM images owed to their characteristics like, the size of the data is huge, correlation between the pixels is much stronger and redundancy of the data is high. To provide more uncorrelated pixels on encrypted image chaotic map is used for efficient encryption. The main aim of migrating towards the chaos system is, due to its high ergodicity , chaotic system is completely deterministic, its initial seeds are extremely sensitive hence small changes in initial seeds will forever alter the future of chaos system and so on, therefore it has been suggested for encrypting the medical images as considered in [2] [3] [4] [5] . Because of this characteristics, analysing and predicting the chaos is difficult. Ravichandran et al 6 discussed that recently DNA computing plays a major role in the domain of cryptography for encrypting the digital images and more random keys are generated using multiple chaotic maps . Li et al 7 developed an algorithm that uses DNA based computation, it's advantage are massive parallelism, power consumption is extremely low, capacity for storing the data is large and offers unbreakable cryptosystem. Niyat 8 and kalpana 9 proposed a scheme with basic idea of encryption based on DNA rule set. In the first stage is to encode the pixels of plain image into DNA sequence. Second stage is to encode using DNA rules like addition, subtraction or XOR operations to form the pixels of encrypted image.
Wang et al 10 and Enayatifar et al 11 . discussed about DNA encoding rule with algebraic operations like addition operation for encrypting images. Liu et al 12 proposed an algorithm to yield better entropy for the colour images. Fan et al 13 uses bit-level permutation and diffusion to boost the protection of the images while ensuring integrity. To ensure the robustness of algorithm, the ideal value of NPCR and UACI is discussed in 14, 15 . Jangid et al 16 algorithm gives the cryptographic approach using DNA rule set between plain and cipher output. To highly increase the security of encryption and to minimise BER of data an algorithm is proposed by Dang et al 17 . The proposed algorithm has the advantage of achieving good Quality metrics compared with available literature and also the algorithm results shows that the projected algorithm is proficient of resisting a variety of known attacks therefore, appropriate for enhancing security. The content of this paper is discussed as follows; in Section II the related work is discussed. Section III gives the design information of the proposed image encryption algorithm. In Section IV, simulation results are illustrated and in Section V, security features of the algorithm is analyzed. Finally, Section VI is ended with the conclusion part.
Related work Lorenz chaotic system
3D -Lorenz map equations is as follows,
In equations (1), (2) and (3) : a , b and µ are the control parameters whereas x1, y1 and z1 are the initial parameters. a , b and µ equals to 10, 28 and 8 /3 respectively and initial values are equal to 1, then 3D Lorenz map is in the chaotic state as in Fig 1a, hence it produces three different chaotic sequences.
DNA Encoding
DNA encoding is the process of encoding the binary pixel values into sequences. It has four nucleic acid bases such as Adenine ("A"), Cytosine ("C"), Guanine ("G") and Thymine ("T"). Here, "A" is complement to "T" and "G" is complement to "C" because in 2 1 binary combination, "0" and "1" are complement to each other and in 2 2 binary combinations "00" and "11" are complement to each other, "01" and "10" are also complement to each other. In general rule, "A" corresponds to "00", "C" corresponds to "01", "G" corresponds to "10" and "T" corresponds to "11" then the coding schemes can be of 24 kinds, still only 8 satisfies the complementary rule as shown in table.1 [10] . For easy understanding an example is considered, if pixel value is "255" its binary representation is" 11100001" then using general rule this binary value is encoded as "TGAC" each alphabets representing 2-bit respectively.
Addition operation for dna sequence
With the rapid development of computations in DNA, the algebraic operations like Addition operation is done. Once the pixels are DNA encoded then addition is done between the DNA encoded data and DNA encoded key sequence as shown in table.2 .
Proposed image encryption algorithm
Section III gives the details of designing the proposed image encryption. The procedure of algorithm includes 4 stages namely confusing, permuting, encoding and diffusing the image in order to enhance the security as in Fig 1b. The encryption steps are described as follows, • Taking mod, P mod = mod (c, 2).
•Now, if P mod = 0, a(ii , :) is circular shifted towards right with Key steps If P mod = 1, a(ii , :) is circular shifted towards left with same Key steps.
• Each group with 8-bits of vector is converted back into binary values, thus permuted image PR img = { PR img (ii, jj) } is obtained as, PR img (ii , :) = bi2de ( a(ii , : ) where ii=1 to M and jj=1 to N. NOTE: Key1 is used for red plane, Key2 is used for green plane and Key3 is used for blue plane respectively. Step7: BIT-XORing is performed for each R, G and B planes by using permuted image and corresponding key. q (1) = PR img (1) ⊕ key (1) ... (4) where ⊕ symbol represents Bit-wise XOR operation.
... Step8: BITXORed image of R, G and B planes and 3 keys are individually encoded using DNA encoding and added using addition rule. T  T  C  C  G  G  011011  CGT  GCT  GCA  CGA  ATG  TAG  ATC  TAC   Table 2 . Addition Rule For DNA
Fig.1a. 3D-Lorenz chaotic map
Step 9: Then it is decoded using DNA decoding rule.
Step 10: Finally, Diffusion is performed for each RGB planes to get cipher image as in Fig 3. Each RGB planes is first bitxored with Key1 [row-wise], P dif = { P dif (ii, jj) } , where ii=1 to M and jj=1 to N Fig. 1(b) . Block description of the proposed Encryption scheme .
..(9) Simulation results and security analysis
For experimental analysis, 3 colour DICOM images were considered. Encryption metrics like NPCR, UACI, and correlation were estimated to prove the strength of the proposed encryption scheme . Fig 4(a-e) and 5(a-e) shows the various stages output of the proposed algorithm. The proposed encryption algorithm is said to be superior, if it is indestructible in any cases and it should resist towards common attacks as discussed in this section and also this section demonstrates a security analysis on proposed encryption scheme.
Statistical attack analysis
It can be estimated by analyzing the pixels in the encrypted histogram, global entropy and correlation coefficients of encrypted image. 
Fig. 4. Encryption results ;(a).Plain image(256x256) (b).Confused image (c).Permuted image (d).Bitxored image (e).Diffused image(Encrypted image)

Fig. 5. Decryption results; (a).Encrypted image (b).Decrypt-Diffused image (c).Decrypt-Bitxored image (d).DecryptPermuted image (e).Decrypt-Confused image
Entropy analysis
The Shannon entropy is adopted, in this case the randomness of random variable XX is measured as follows, ... (10) where each Pxxi is the possible value of XX. For M=8-bit data and q levels [q=2M], the range of entropy will lies in range [0,M] . If the entropy is little in the input data then the resultant key will have higher entropy. In general, entropy of the encrypted image should have value close to M, else if entropy value is lesser then there is a possibility of attack which can reduce the security of image transmission. Table.3 shows that all the values of each RGB planes for 3 test images are more closer to M and hence algorithm which is proposed is much efficient.
Image correlation analysis
Correlation analysis gives the similarities between two images (i.e).plain image and cipher image. In general, correlation lies in the range -1 to 1. If the value of correlation is close to negative values then algorithm has stronger ability of resisting statistical attack which is shown in Table. 4. The following formulas are used to calculate the horizontal, vertical and diagonal correlations 13 , ... (11) ... (12) ... (13) (14) where XX and YY are the pixels in the cipher image, E x (XX) is the Mean, Var(XX) is the variance and Cov(XX, YY) is the co-variance of the given data.
Image histogram
Histogram shows how the image changes with respect to different intensity of pixel values of image. The Fig.6(a-c) represents the histogram 
Differential attack
This attack includes NPCR(Number of pixel changing rate) and UACI(Unified average changing intensity) to analyse how the pixels at the output are uncorrelated and how it is resistant towards this attack. NPCR and UACI metrics is calculated for the proposed algorithm which is shown in Table.5 and Table. 6. For calculating this metrics following formulas is used , ... (15) ... (16) ... (17) where K=rows and L=columns in the image. PV1 is the directly obtained encrypted image and PV2 is the encrypted image by changing one pixel in the original image. The ideal values for NPCR and UACI is (NPCR > 99% and UACI > 33%) shown in Table.5 and Table.6 17, 18 .
Quality of encryption Mean square error (MSE)
The MSE gives the squared error between plain image and cipher image. Both MSE and PSNR are inversely proportional to each other. If MSE is higher, lower the PSNR. High MSE results in highly secured encryption. It can be calculated as 
Peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR)
The PSNR is defined via the MSE. To measure the quality of output image PSNR is used. It is the ratio of maximum signal power and the corrupted noise power. If PSNR<10 db, then it is good. It can be calculated as,
where p=8 since image used in the proposed algorithm is 8-bit.
Normalized absolute error (NAE)
The quality of reconstructed image can be measured using this NAE metric. It is defined as the ratio of difference between the original I (n, m) and the reconstructed image (n, m) to the magnitude of original image. Lower the NAE, better the reconstruction of image. In the proposed algorithm NAE=0 hence exact reconstruction. It is given by,
...(20) Chosen plaintext attack
In this analysis the XOR operation based diffusion algorithm is done hence it makes the algorithm efficient and makes plaintext attack difficult. It is calculated by using following equation, E1 (n, m) ⊕ E2 (n, m) = R1 (n, m) ⊕ R2 (n, m)
... (21) where R1 and R2 are two plain images that produces two cipher images E1 and E2. If Equation (21) is satisfied then the algorithm is vulnerable to this given attack. In this proposed algorithm Equation (21) is not satisfied, hence it has more ability of resisting towards chosen plaintext attack which is shown in Fig.7 a and b .
Cropping attack
During transmission of data, the data loss is the common issue. Cropping attack analysis is performed to find how the algorithm is stronger against a loss of data when an image is sent over the public channel 6 . Fig. 8 a and b shows the cropping of the encrypted images and corresponding decrypted image. Cropping is done at the left corner of encrypted image and at different areas respectively. Even after cropping, the intended receiver will be able to retrieve the plain image to some extent, hence against this cropping its robustness is been proved.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, DICOM images are encrypted using DNA key set enhanced from 3D Lorenz chaotic maps. Operations like confusion, permutation, encoding and diffusion operations were carried out to prove the robustness of the proposed encryption scheme. All the image quality metrics for the encrypted image was estimated and compared with available literature.
